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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
South Dakota Department of Transportation (SDDOT) is requesting $61.57 million of 2021
Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) Program funds to reconstruct 28 miles of Interstate 90
(I-90) in McCook and Minnehaha Counties. The I-90 Reconstruction Project (referred to as the
“Project” hereafter) limits are from mileage reference marker (MRM) 362 (two miles west of the Salem
Interchange), to MRM 390 (SD 38). A map of the project study area can be found here.
I-90 is the longest interstate in the United States, spanning 3,020 miles. In South Dakota, it is the most
highly traveled and freight critical corridor. Trucks account for 21-23 percent of the existing traffic
volumes, and future traffic volumes are anticipated to rise by 37.7 percent by year 2037. I-90 connects
the two key metropolitan areas of Rapid City (population 76,000) and Sioux Falls (178,000), which are
the two largest taxable sales economies in the state. Additionally, the Sioux Falls metro area in
Minnehaha and Lincoln Counties and Rapid City in Pennington and Meade Counties are two of a
limited number of growth areas in the state. (See Figures 7.5 and 7.6 in the Transportation Asset
Management Plan.)
The Project will reconstruct approximately 28 miles of I-90, through an area where the roadway
surface has reached the end of its useful life, rebuild nine functionally obsolete and structurally
deficient structures, provide additional truck parking, and provide numerous other safety and
operational enhancements for the traveling public. Upon completion of the proposed improvements,
I-90 will be safer for all users, including freight handlers, residents, and tourists, and it will enhance
access to all communities statewide.
The Project is located in a rural area of the state and is composed of four phases each with separate
construction years (see Figure 1 through Figure 4).





PCN 05HP (I-90 EB) from MRM 362-377 – Construction 2021 – previously encumbered cost of
$37,412,446
PCN 05HQ (I-90 WB) from MRM 377-362 – Construction 2022
PCN 05T2 (I-90 EB) from MRM 377-390 – Construction 2024
PCN 05T3 (I-90 WB) from MRM 390-377 – Construction 2023

Total Project cost is nearly $143 million, of which $102,622,304.52 is a future eligible cost.

Transportation Challenges
I-90 within the project area was originally constructed in 1964-1966. I-90 infrastructure has been
deteriorating and is reaching the end of its useful life and needs to be replaced. Specific transportation
challenges addressed by the Project are described in this section.

Challenge 1: Improvements to an area with a high crash rate
I-90 carries between 11,300-13,700 vehicles per day through the project area. During the five-year
analysis period between 2015-2019, 488 total crashes occurred in this stretch of I-90 (218 crashes
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were in McCook County, and 270 in Minnehaha County) resulting in three fatalities, twelve
incapacitating injuries, 14 non-incapacitating injuries, and 32 possible injuries. The corridor has three
segments that exceed the statewide crash rate of 0.90 for interstate highways (segments shown in the
black highlighted areas on Project map). These include:




I-90 WB between 451 Avenue and 443 Avenue – crash rate 0.96
I-90 WB between MRM 390-377 – crash rate 0.94 (all of Minnehaha County)
I-90 EB between MRM 377-390 – crash rate 1.01 (all of Minnehaha County)

Challenge 2: Addressing pavement condition
This segment of I-90 was constructed between 1964-1966. The pavement has reached and exceeded
its 50-year design life through regular maintenance and needs to be reconstructed.
SDDOT uses a Surface Condition Index which is used to rate pavement distress. The data used to
compute the index is gathered on an annual basis. The index uses a 0-5 rating scale where “0” is the
worst condition and “5” is the new condition. The following table provides a reference of pavement
condition composite index values.
Table 1. Pavement Condition Composite Index Values
Composite Index Values

Rating

5.00 to 4.50

Excellent

4.49 to 3.40

Good

3.39 to 2.10

Fair

2.09 to 0.00

Poor

Eastbound I-90 has 16 miles and westbound I-90 has 25.06 miles of pavement rated “Fair” to “Good.”
One segment on I-90 eastbound has a surface condition index of 2.31, which is approaching the
“Poor” category. Pavement conditions will continue to deteriorate, and it is critical to reconstruct the
roadway now. Maintaining a “Good” or better rating along the corridor is critical as travel through
the corridor accommodates heavy freight loads, high traffic volumes, and high speed (80 mph) travel.
The Project will provide a new roadway surface (two 12’ travel lanes in each direction), replace existing
9” Portland cement concrete (PCC) surface with 11.5” PCC and add 17.5” of gravel, base, and sub-base
which will accommodate heavier truck loads and improve stormwater runoff. This is especially
important on a roadway which experiences extreme weather events. Fifty-two percent of the crashes
on I-90 occurred during wet pavement conditions (rain, snow, slush, or icy conditions). Providing a
new roadway reduces the likelihood and incidences of hydroplaning.
Forty-two reinforced concrete pipes (RCP), 15 corrugated metal pipes (CMP) pipes, 16 full pipe, 32
flared end and 18 pipe sections will be replaced. Edge drains, shoulder and median rumble strips, and
new pavement markings will be installed throughout the Project.
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Challenge 3: Addressing functionally obsolete and structurally
deficient bridges/structures
As part of the Project, eight functionally obsolete or structurally deficient bridges and one reinforced
concrete box culvert (RCBC) will be replaced. The structures were built in 1964 and have reached the
end of their useful life. Additionally, the twin 6’ x 6’ RCBC clogs with ice and debris which occasionally
causes flooding to overtop I-90. The Project will improve clearance heights to a 16’-6” minimum
height to meet SDDOT standards at four overpass locations, rehab four additional structures including
bridge abutments, approach grading, slab replacement and bridge painting, and maintenance at four
bridges; including two Low Slump Dense Concrete (LSDC) bridge deck overlays and two bridge deck
overlay epoxy chip seals.
Vertical clearances of overpasses need to be increased to accommodate larger trucks and over
dimensional loads that are commonly found on the interstate. Further, vertical clearances of water
crossings need to be increased as flooding events causing extended closures have become more
common in recent years.

Challenge 4: Adding truck parking for freight haulers
The Project will add 11 truck parking spaces to the rest areas near Salem in order to meet current and
projected capacity demand as identified in the SDDOT Rest Area & Truck Pullout Truck Parking
Analysis. The Salem I-90 Eastbound rest area can accommodate the additional designated truck
parking space simply by restriping and will not require a change to the overall paved area of the rest
area. The Salem I-90 Westbound rest area will be expanded from 16 to 26 angled head-in parking
spaces, requiring a new alignment for the I-90 exit ramp (entering the rest area) to meet the
deceleration length requirements. Preliminary design has been completed. The raised median shall
be removed and striped along with performing any other concrete repairs.

Challenge 5: Improving acceleration and deceleration lanes to
SDDOT standards
Acceleration lanes are currently deficient for 80 mph design speed at six interchange locations. The
Project will reconstruct the acceleration lanes to 980 feet to meet SDDOT standards and improve the
lengths of deceleration lanes (currently meeting SDOOT standards). This will result in an additional
1,900 feet of acceleration lanes throughout the project – a critical safety component for merging
traffic on a high-speed roadway.

Challenge 6: Raising road profile in flood prone areas
I-90 over the West Fork of the Vermillion River is located in a FEMA floodplain and has a history of
flooding during heavy rain events. In September 2019, a two-day rain event resulted in a three-day
closure of the Interstate and major damage to the structure (scouring, damage to drainage pipes and
culverts etc.), causing a 100+ mile detour to US 14. The Project will replace this and three other
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structures in flood prone areas and elevate the bridge profile between 2.5 to 4 feet to reduce the
likelihood of future flood-related closures.

Overall Project Improvements
Specific improvements as part of the Project include:














Remove and replace 28 miles of PCC surface on I-90 EB and WB lanes
Install edge drains, pipes, shoulder rumble strips, and pavement markings
Improve clearance at four overpass locations, where possible, along I-90, including one
structurally deficient bridge
Remove and replace of nine structures including:
o eight functionally obsolete bridges
o one Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert (RCBC)
Rehabbing 2-4 structures
o Approach grading and approach slab replacement
o Rehabbing bridge abutments
o Bridge painting
Maintenance on four bridges including:
o two Low Slump Dense Concrete (LSDC) bridge deck overlays
o two bridge deck overlay epoxy chip seals
Upgrade guardrails to SDDOT standards
Improve inslopes to a consistent slope of 4:1 or flatter throughout project to the extent possible
Add ten additional truck parking spaces at westbound Salem Safety Rest Area and one additional
space at the eastbound Salem Safety Rest Area.
Improve acceleration and deceleration lanes to SDDOT standards at all applicable ramp locations

This project is not located in one of South Dakota’s 25 opportunity zones or qualified census tracts.
However, four opportunity zones and eight qualified census tracts are located in the City of Sioux
Falls approximately three miles east of the eastern project limits. The Project is not in an
empowerment zone, promise zone, or choice neighborhood.
Figure 1.

PCN 05HP (2021) – I-90 Eastbound from MRM 362 to 377, a distance of 15 miles.
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Please note all work as part of PCN 05HP is for illustrative purposes only. Construction will begin in 2021 and project costs requested in
past applications for this segment are not part of the 2021 INFRA grant request amount. This figure demonstrates a commitment from
SDDOT to reconstruct the entire 28-mile segment.











Remove and replace PCC surface on I-90 EB lanes
Install edge drains, pipes, shoulder rumble strips, and pavement markings
Remove and replace two structures
Maintenance treatments on two bridges
Upgrade guardrails to SDDOT standards
Replace existing 9” PCC surface with 11.5” PCC and add 17.5” of gravel, base, and sub-base
Improve inslopes to a consistent slope of 4:1 or flatter throughout project
Add one additional truck parking space at eastbound Salem Safety Rest Area
Improve acceleration and deceleration lanes to SDDOT standards at all applicable ramp locations

Figure 2.











PCN 05HQ (2022) – I-90 Westbound from MRM 377 to 362, a distance of 15 miles.

Remove and replace PCC surface on I-90 WB lanes
Install edge drains, pipes, shoulder rumble strips, and pavement markings
Remove and replace seven structures
Maintenance treatments on two bridges
Upgrade guardrails to SDDOT standards
Replace existing 9” PCC surface with 11.5” PCC and add 17.5” of gravel, base, and sub-base
Improve inslopes to a consistent slope of 4:1 or flatter throughout project
Add ten additional truck parking spaces at westbound Salem Safety Rest Area
Improve acceleration and deceleration lanes to SDDOT standards at all applicable ramp locations
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Figure 3.









Remove and replace PCC surface on I-90 EB lanes
Install edge drains, pipes, shoulder rumble strips, and pavement markings
Remove and replace two structures adding additional 12’ travel lane
Upgrade guardrails to SDDOT standards
Replace existing 9” PCC surface with 11.5” PCC and add 17.5” of gravel, base, and sub-base
Improve inslopes to a consistent slope of 4:1 or flatter throughout project
Improve acceleration and deceleration lanes to SDDOT standards at all applicable ramp locations

Figure 4.










PCN 05T2 (2023) – I-90 Eastbound from MRM 377 to 390, a distance of 13 miles.

PCN 05T3 (2024) – I-90 Westbound from MRM 390 to 377, a distance of 13 miles.

Remove and replace PCC surface on I-90 WB lanes
Install edge drains, pipes, shoulder rumble strips, and pavement markings
Remove and replace of two structures adding additional 12’ travel lane
Rehab four structures
Upgrade guardrails to SDDOT standards
Replace existing 9” PCC surface with 11.5” PCC and add 17.5” of gravel, base, and sub-base
Improve inslopes to a consistent slope of 4:1 or flatter throughout project
Improve acceleration and deceleration lanes to SDDOT standards at all applicable ramp locations
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Table 2. Structural Deficiencies and Improvements

Structure Number**

Action

44-110-125
44-150-126

Location

Functionally
Obsolete or
Structurally
Deficient

US 81 over I-90
Improve

445 Ave over I-90

Increased
Vertical
Clearance
(from 16’-0”
to 16’-6”)

Scour
Critical

Deficient
Roadway
Width
(30’)

Epoxy
Chip
Seals
Applied

Low Slump
Dense
Concrete
Overlays
Applied

X
SD

X

Vertical
44-170-126

Clearance

44-210-126

447 Ave over I-90

X

451 Ave over I-90

X

44-104-125 (WB)

0.6w US 81

FO

X

X

44-104-126 (EB)

0.6w US 81

FO

X

X

44-219-125 (WB)

2.1 mi W. Co Line

FO

X

44-219-126 (EB)

2.1 mi W. Co Line

FO

X

Twin 6’ x 6’
Reinforced
Concrete Box

MP 365
Replacement

Culvert (RCBC)
*50-020-141 (WB)

Over SD 19

FO

*50-020-142 (EB)

Over SD 19

FO

*50-114-165 (WB)

Int over CK

FO

*50-114-166 (EB)

Int over CK

FO

44-130-125 (WB)

Over 443 Ave

X
X

44-130-126 (EB)

Maintenance

Over 443 Ave

44-230-125 (WB)

Treatment

Over 453 Ave

X

Over 453 Ave

X

44-230-126 (EB)
50-030-149

457 Ave over I-90

50-050-164

459 Ave over I-90
Rehab

50-070-165

461 Ave over I-90

50-090-165

463 Ave over I-90

* Add additional 12’ lane to four structures for ramp acceleration lane.
** Color coding as shown in this table reflect notes in Figures 1-4. Black text boxes refer to structure work over I-90 in the project area.
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Project History and Previously Incurred Costs
The Project has been planned for several years and is identified in South Dakota’s 2021-2024
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program. Preliminary and final engineering, environmental
documentation, and letting have occurred on PCN 05HP and that phase will be constructed in 2021.
Costs associated with PCN 05HP are encumbered and not a part of the 2021 INFRA grant application
funding request.

Previous Submittals
The Project was previously submitted to USDOT during the 2019 and 2020 INFRA Grant application
cycles. Table 3 shows the past years’ application requests, estimated non-federal funding amounts,
and estimated future eligible project costs.
Table 3. Previous SDDOT INFRA Application Requests for this Project

Project Title

I-90 Reconstruction Project
I-90 Reconstruction Project in
McCook County
I-90 Reconstruction Project in
McCook and Minnehaha Counties

INFRA
Year

INFRA
Request

Estimated NonFederal Funding

Estimated
Future Eligible
Project Cost

FY 2019

$36,055,393

$12,018,464

$60,092,322

FY 2020

$40,000,000

$13,803,256

$68,767,543

FY 2021

$61,573,382

$26,856,780

$142,988,726

SDDOT met with USDOT for an INFRA application debrief in 2020. During that meeting, USDOT
advised the project may be more competitive under a Rural - Large application if SDDOT had
connecting future projects that would meet INFRA criteria.
This 2021 INFRA application adds two project IDs (05T2 and 05T3) which are connected to the
previous applications. This application expands the project area by 13 miles (now to also include area
between MRM 377-390) in Minnehaha County.
SDDOT is resubmitting this application as a “Rural - Large” project. Phase 05HP is underway and
project costs for that segment have already been expended. SDDOT understands that INFRA grant
funding cannot be used for that phase, but that SDDOT can still use the cost as part of the overall
Project cost, which qualifies the Project into the “Rural - Large” category.

PROJECT LOCATION
The Project is located in a rural area of South Dakota on I-90 – beginning at MRM 362 (30 miles east
of Mitchell – population 16,000) to MRM 390 (five miles west of Sioux Falls - population 178,000). The
I-90 Reconstruction Project in McCook and Minnehaha Counties is not located with the boundary of
a 2010 Census designated Urbanized Area.
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The 28-mile project area is located in McCook and Minnehaha Counties. Working west to east, the
project travels through Jefferson, Emery, Canistota, Humboldt, Hartford, and Benton townships, the
Town of Humboldt, and the City of Hartford. The geospatial data for this project location are between:





Western project limits: 43.666418° N, -97.448416° E.
Eastern project limits: 43.609110° N, -96.894707° E.
Westbound Salem Rest Area: 43.667309° N, -97.415147° E. MRM 362.7
Eastbound Salem Rest Area: 43.665820° N, -97.421882° E. MRM 362.7

Figure 5 shows geographical context of the Project location. A detailed map of the 28-mile route is
available online.
Figure 5.

Project Location within South Dakota

PROJECT PARTIES
South Dakota Department of Transportation is the applicant and proposed grant recipient. The
project has received wide support from many public and private parties including documented Letters
of Support from the following: U.S. Senators (Thune and Rounds), U.S. House of Representatives
Congressmen (Johnson), South Dakota Governor (Noem), McCook County, and the South Dakota
Trucking Association. Both 2021 and previous letters of support are available online.
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The Lead Agency Point of Contact is:
Mr. Steven Gramm, PE, Planning Engineer
South Dakota DOT
700 E. Broadway Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501
605-773-6641 | steve.gramm@state.sd.us

GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES, AND USES OF PROJECT
FUNDING
Costs associated with the four project phases stretching across approximately 28 miles of I-90 in
McCook and Minnehaha Counties are nearly $143 million, of which more than $40 million has been
previously encumbered. The project costs for the three remaining project phases are over $102.6
million. State funds will cover over $20.5 million (20 percent of total Project costs). The remaining
funds needed to construct the Project would come from the $61.57 million requested in this 2021
INFRA application. Table 4 below shows the breakout of project costs and proposed funding shares.
Each of the projects has a 3.5 percent contingency fee built in.
SDDOT is committed to improving I-90 and has made significant investment in programmed dollars
to see this project through. SDDOT believes its previous, current, and future programmed funds
demonstrate on-going support for entities and communities in this region.
Table 4. Project Cost Estimate and Grant Request Summary
Funding Source
Federal
Estimated Cost
Project Element
(2019 $)
05HQ
$38,133,997.46
05T2
$32,417,574.72
05T3
$32,070,732.34
Subtotal
$102,622,304.52
Percent of Cost (Grant Funded
Elements)
Previously Encumbered/Committed
05HP
$37,952,480.26
05HQ
$903,649.23
05T2
$760,975.93
05T3
$749,316.18
Subtotal
$40,366,421.60
Project +
Encumbered

$142,988,726.12

2021 INFRA
Request
$22,880,398.48
$19,450,544.83
$19,242,439.40
$61,573,382.71
60%

NHPP
$7,626,799.49
$6,483,514.94
$6,414,146.47

NHFP

$20,524,460.90

State of South Dakota
Federal
INFRA Matching
Matching
100% State
$5,720,099.62
$1,906,699.87
$4,862,636.21
$1,620,878.74
$4,810,609.85
$1,603,536.62
$15,393,345.68

20%

15%

$5,131,115.23
5%

$23,635,811.45

$10,398,291.00

$3,378,343.91

$0.00

$23,635,811.45

$10,398,291.00

$3,378,343.91

$540,033.90
$903,649.23
$760,975.93
$749,316.18
$2,953,975.24

$61,573,382.71

$44,160,272.35

$10,398,291.00

$8,509,459.14

$2,953,975.24

$15,393,345.68

Notes:
Encumbered or committed funding is for contruction of segment 05HP and/or PE, ROW and environmental for segments 05HQ, 05T2 and 05T3
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MERIT CRITERIA
Criterion #1: Support for National or Regional Economic Vitality
The I-90 corridor is a critical route for moving goods and people within the state and between South
Dakota and the rest of the nation. The metropolitan areas of Rapid City in the west and Sioux Falls in
the east represent the largest sales markets in the state, reliant on I-90 as a connector. The route
forms an essential part of the national freight network and additionally connects residents of the
project area to employment and healthcare opportunities. A benefit-cost analysis of the Project shows
the benefits outweigh the costs by 4.3 to 1.

FHWA’s Freight Analysis Framework estimates that 115 million tons of
freight moved by truck in South Dakota in 2016.This is equivalent to
approximately 4.6 million fully loaded 18-wheel trucks.

Freight
Freight movement drives the economies of South Dakota and its surrounding states. The state’s 2017
Freight Plan reports that the value of commodities transported by truck in 2015 was $67.5 billion (71
percent of all freight by value). South Dakota exported $62.9 billion worth of goods to its top trading
partners – Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, and Nebraska – and $1.4 billion to its international trading
partners, chiefly Canada and Mexico. Domestically, agricultural products top the list of commodities
moved through South Dakota. Internationally, the top two exports by value are processed foods and
machinery.
Freight is a significant contributor to the regional value of I-90, as well as the wear and tear inflicted
on it. FHWA’s Freight Analysis Framework estimates truck freight within South Dakota at 78 million
tons and into/out of the state at an additional 40 million tons in 2017. In 2018, total rural truck VMT
on I-90 was 23 million in McCook County and 49 million in Minnehaha County. Between 21 and 23
percent of the annual average daily traffic on the project route consists of heavy trucks. The project
will help SDDOT manage these truck volumes.

Accommodating Large Loads
In the three years since an electronic permitting system was introduced, thousands of freight carriers
have requested single- trip oversize/overweight load permits for this stretch of I-90. This is in addition
to the annual permits for regular users, which are not tracked by location. Table 5 shows the number
of permits issued on each project segment between March 3, 2018 and March 4, 2021. Because a
permit is counted in every sub-segment it is used, and each project segment contains multiple subsegments, the counts are displayed as a minimum and maximum.
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Table 5. Single-Trip Oversize/Overweight Load Permits
Permit Count

MRM 362-377 EB

Maximum
Minimum

11,570
8,148

MRM 377-362 WB

MRM 377-390 EB

MRM 390-377 WB

11,623
11,534

19,020
18,658

18,728
14,934

Source: South Dakota Department of Transportation

When vehicles do not have adequate clearance, they crash into the bridge and damage its
superstructure. Repeat collisions, which have occurred in this corridor, will eventually force SDDOT to
replace support beams, resulting in costly and unnecessary traffic disruption while the work is
completed. In the last five years, SDDOT has logged three collisions with an overhead bridge structure
in the project area. The interchange bridge at Exit 386 (Hartford), located within the project area, has
been hit twice: the first collision in 2015 caused at least $400,000 in damage, and the second collision
in 2016 was worse. In each event, the interstate under the bridge was restricted or closed for a period,
impacting vehicle flow.
To accommodate large trucks and over height loads, overpass clearances will be raised to a minimum
16.5 feet. The replacement paving will also be thicker than previous in order to better support truck
loads; the previous 9 inches of Portland cement concrete will be replaced with 11.5 inches. This should
extend the life of the road and reduce costs and disruption from repairs.

Truck Parking
SDDOT conducted a Rest Area & Truck Pullout Truck Parking Analysis in December 2018. The study
indicated that two rest areas within the project area, each with 16 angled head-in designated truck
parking spaces – Salem (I-90 Westbound) and Salem (I-90 Eastbound), experienced cumulative
averages over capacity. The report recommended the installation of 10 additional truck parking
spaces at the Salem (I-90 Westbound) location and the construction of one additional truck parking
space at the Salem (I-90 Eastbound) location.
This project will add the 11 recommended truck parking spaces, ensuring that truck drivers have a
safe place to stop and rest. The connections between rest area availability, driver fatigue, and crashes
have been the subject of multiple studies. A spatial analysis by the University of Kentucky found that
“commercial vehicle driver at-fault crashes involving sleepiness/fatigue were more likely to occur on
roadways where the nearest rest areas/weigh stations with rest havens/truck stops were located 20
miles or more from the commercial vehicle crash site.”
Providing adequate rest spaces is especially important in light of a recent initiative to enforce safe
driving. As of 2017, truck drivers are required to install electronic time logging devices in their vehicles.
When a driver reaches their allowed maximum number of hours on the road, they are required to
immediately stop driving or risk a fine. A study conducted in 2020 showed that at many locations
along I-90, including one about 15 miles east of Salem, truck parking is taking place in unauthorized
locations, including interchange ramps and roadway shoulders.
Unauthorized parking can have fatal consequences. The component of MAP-21 that requires states
to evaluate the adequacy of their truck parking is named Jason’s Law after Jason Rivenburg, a driver
who was murdered after parking his truck at an abandoned gas station. In other incidents, drivers of
I-90 Reconstruction Project in McCook and Minnehaha Counties
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smaller vehicles have lost their lives after accidentally rear-ending trucks parked on ramp shoulders.
This happened, for example, on I-75 in Ohio in 2019 and on I-81 in Mississippi in 2020. In Texas, 117
fatal crashes involved parked trucks between 2013 and 2017. Fifty-five percent of these crashes
occurred in rural areas.
USDOT has recognized this ongoing problem and committed to addressing it. The additional truck
parking on I-90 will help prevent damage and loss of life by providing adequate safe spaces for
truckers to rest.

Employment
I-90 provides direct routes not only for freight, but also for work commutes. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau tool OnTheMap, in 2018 87.7 percent of the 4,479 workers living within a five-mile
radius of the Project were employed outside the area, including 60 percent traveling to Sioux Falls. 27
percent had a commute of more than 25 miles one-way, with 12 percent traveling more than 50 miles.
A look at the 2015-2019 American Community Survey shows that for residents of McCook County,
the mean travel time to work is 26.2 minutes – 50 percent longer than the statewide average of 17.2
minutes. I-90 is the fastest route between home communities for commuters traveling to Sioux Falls
for work. Thus, improvements would enhance the commute.
Amazon made news in late 2020 with the announcement that it would open a fulfillment center in
Sioux Falls. When it opens in 2022, the five-story facility will be the largest building in Sioux Falls and
add 1,000 jobs to the area. The new facility’s location directly northwest of the interchange between
I-90 and I-29 makes clear that the economic activity it represents for the region is directly dependent
on ease of movement on I-90 – certainly for freight, but very likely also for employees.
The area job profile available from OnTheMap also shows that outside commuting is a source of
greater opportunity for residents of the project area. Within the area, 42.5 percent of jobs paid more
than $3,333 a month in 2018. However, 52.1 percent of workers living in the area were earning more
than $3,333 a month. A greater share of residents was working in finance and insurance; professional,
scientific, and technical services; and health care and social assistance than the share of such jobs
available in the study area. The proposed project would support commuters by improving pavement
condition. Improving road conditions will help people access jobs at lower risk of injury or car repairs.

Healthcare
Travel along I-90 into Sioux Falls is essential to healthcare access. This includes both regional travel
and more local travel.
The University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute ranks McCook County at 26th out of the 66
counties in the state for overall health outcomes. People 65 or older are 19 percent of the population
in McCook County, compared to 16 percent in the State of South Dakota as a whole. AARP survey
data shows that most older people want to age in place, remaining in their homes and communities
for as long as possible. To do this successfully, seniors need to be able to access support, services,
and amenities, such as making trips to the grocery store, doctor’s office, or a friend’s home.
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Residents of rural areas depend on long trips on the interstate to meet their needs. The South Dakota
Department of Department of Health has identified McCook County as a Medically Underserved Area
according to guidelines set by the Health Resources & Services Administration. McCook County also
lacks dental care access for low-income residents, making it a Healthcare Professional Shortage Area
for dental care.
The City of Sioux Falls provides much of the healthcare that rural areas are unable to sustain. For study
area residents, it is a source of basic services missing in their hometowns; for example, Sioux Falls is
the closest location with a Community Health Center that provides income-based dental care.
The I-90 corridor facilitates both local and regional needs for emergency and specialist services. Sioux
Falls is home to the only two hospitals in South Dakota nationally ranked by U.S. News and World
Report, and the only three considered “high-performing.” It contains two of the three Level II Trauma
Centers in the state and the only pediatric trauma center). The proposed improvements to the route
into Sioux Falls will ensure that road condition is no barrier to healthcare access for residents of
underserved rural areas.

Tourism
One out of every 11 workers in South Dakota is supported by tourism. On average, spending from
380 visitors supports one direct South Dakota job. In 2019 visitor spending rose 2.8 percent and
reached $4.1 billion. The state had 14.5 million visitors (up by 3.1 percent from the previous year),
and tourism generated $308 million in state and local taxes in 2019.
I-90 is the most important entry point to tourist destinations in South Dakota. The Black Hills and
Badlands region in the western part of the state is the primary visitor destination, generating $1.6
billion in visitor spending in 2018. I-90 is the fastest and most direct route for travelers from Sioux
Falls or eastern states. Research by MMGY Travel Intelligence during 2016-2018 found that at least
59 percent of visitors to and within South Dakota travel from market areas east of the Black Hills.
Almost 96 percent travel by auto.
As activities in the Black Hills region are very seasonal, with much of the visitation occurring between
June and August, estimating tourist impacts on I-90 is feasible through analysis of SDDOT’s automatic
traffic recorder (ATR) station data. During the three primary tourism months, I-90 traffic near the
project area increases by approximately 40 percent over average off-peak season traffic. In 2019, the
peak increment averaged 4,790 vehicles per day. Assuming an average occupancy of three people
per vehicle and a 92 day peak season, about 1.3 million tourists used I-90 in 2019.
Thus, I-90 is a critical element of the state’s tourism infrastructure. In addition to the Black Hills, it
connects tourists to Southeastern South Dakota (itself a $1.5 billion tourist draw) and farther
destinations in Wyoming and the Pacific Northwest. Safe, well-maintained highways support road trip
tourism.
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Safety
This Project is consistent with and supports the ROUTES initiative, by implementing key design
interventions that will contribute to the reduction of fatalities and severe crashes as well as the safe
movement of goods, services, and heavy haul loads.


The new surface will provide a smoother ride and higher friction coefficients. Materials have
improved in quality since this road was last resurfaced. Taken together with the improved
stormwater runoff, it will also reduce the likelihood of hydroplaning. Fifty-two percent of the
crashes that occurred on I-90 within the project area occurred under adverse pavement conditions
(including ice, slush, snow and rain; excluding animal collisions). Providing a stable surface is the
first step in safely accommodating pedestrians, vehicles, and heavy trucks.



Raising vertical clearances will reduce the risk of overhead collisions. This will address not only the
immediate hazard, but also the associated safety risks posed by road closures, road worker
exposure to traffic, and compromised bridge structures.



The Project will add 1,900 feet of additional acceleration lanes and upgrade all acceleration and
deceleration lanes to SDDOT standards (980 feet of acceleration/440 feet deceleration lanes) at
six interchanges along the project to improve safety of the traveling public.

Criterion #2: Climate Change and Environmental Justice Impacts
The project design incorporates disaster
resiliency by elevating four bridges and
reducing the corridor's vulnerability to flooding.
Climate change has dramatically increased the
intensity and frequency of rain and flood events
in South Dakota. An analysis by Climate Central
found the state experienced a 21 percent
increase in the number of heavy downpours
between the 1950s and 2005-2014. In the future,
changing weather patterns are expected to
increase flood risk in the Midwest.

“I have also called for the Secretary of the Department
of Transportation to work with state engineers and
others to ensure that our interstates are never again
closed for flooding. We just can’t have that happen. Our
population is spread out. When we lose the ability to
travel on interstates and major highways due to
flooding, we are compounding the disaster.”
- Gov. Kristi Noem, Sep. 2019

The vulnerability of the current infrastructure was on display in September 2019, when two days of
record rainfall inundated the project area. I-90 was fully closed from Mitchell to Sioux Falls for three
days, forcing drivers to detour over 100 miles to US 14. At MRM 365, this was the second time in a
year that flooding had closed the road. After floodwaters receded, the westbound bridge over the
Vermillion River remained partially closed and awaiting repairs for five months.
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Figure 6.

Flooding of Vermillion River at I-90

Criterion #3: Racial Equity and
Barriers to Opportunity
As discussed under Criterion #1, this project will
reduce barriers to opportunity for an underserved
community of rural South Dakotans by providing
access to jobs and services. A look at the ACS 20152019 data by block group shows that in the areas
around Salem and Montrose, between nine and 19 percent of households are under the federal
poverty level. Around 30 percent of households are low-income by the standards of the EPA’s
environmental justice program (200 percent of the federal poverty level). Incomes noticeably improve
moving eastward into Sioux Falls (Figure 7).
It should also be noted that the access to Sioux Falls provided by I-90 is particularly important to the
female workforce residing in the project area. Women compose 48.9 percent of the resident
workforce, but hold only 40.6 percent of the jobs within the study area, suggesting that many women
have to travel far from home for employment.
Figure 7.

Low-Income Households in Project Area by Block Group

Criterion #4: Leveraging of Federal Funding
The I-90 reconstruction is a critical fix to the core of South Dakota's transportation network, and as
such it has high priority for matching fund sources. SDDOT will rely on stable funding streams to
supply project costs not covered by this INFRA grant. If the grant is awarded in full, the NHPP federal
funds will be allocated up to the allowable limit of 80 percent of total project cost.
The remaining 20 percent will come entirely from the South Dakota State Highway Fund. This is a
reliable source of revenue based on the collection of motor fuel taxes and motor vehicle excise taxes.
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Despite the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, total state highway fund revenues improved between
FY2019 and FY2020, from $325.5 million to $339 million. An increase in new vehicle purchases offset
a slight decrease in fuel tax revenue.
Rehabilitation/improvement of the corridor through traditional funding mechanisms reflects a 90/10
federal/state allocation of cost. Using traditional funding, the SDDOT would use $127.4 million (89.1
percent) in federal funds to construct the project. Using the INFRA Grant to accelerate funding
availability for the project, which also reduces the overall cost, South Dakota is responsible for almost
$26.9 or 18.8 percent of the project cost and reduce the federal share by approximately $9.3 million.
Thus, using the INFRA Grant opportunity enhanced leveraging federal funding for the project.

Criterion #5: Potential for Innovation
Innovation Area #1: Technology
Pavement Management
SDDOT uses a sophisticated and objective, data-driven system to maintain pavements in the most
efficient manner possible. One tool used to collect objective pavement data annually is the “spider
van,” a vehicle that travels at near highway speeds and collects thousands of data points for each
linear inch of pavement. These pavement surveys are performed for nearly every mile of state highway
and are done on an annual basis. This data, along with historical information on roadway layers and
projected performance curves, is used to create a projected condition for each segment. The current
and projected conditions can then be reported and tracked. This allows SDDOT to optimize the timing
of its investments in highway improvements.

Fiber Optic Deployment/Supporting Broadband
In March 2021, the governor of South Dakota signed Senate Bill 34, allocating $75 million to expand
broadband throughout the state. Priority will go towards projects that leverage private investment,
federal grants, or extensions of existing infrastructure; serve locations that do not currently have
speeds at or above 100 mbps download; or serve a large number of end users with good service at
low cost.
The Project will provide opportunity for addition and/or extension of fiber optic conduits along the I90 right-of-way. Consideration for accommodating fiber optic cable in the right-of-way is enhanced
through SDDOT adopting Administrative Rule of South Dakota (ARSD) 70:04:05.1. This rule supports
expanding utilities, including those providing broadband communication, access to the interstate
right of way as a pathway to providing fiber optic cable to support high speed internet.
The May 2019 report, Broadband in South Dakota, documented South Dakota as being the lowest
third of the state’s relative to the percentage of population with access to broadband internet (25
Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload). Statewide approximately 88 percent of the population has
access to broadband service, however, rural areas, which the proposed project serves, penetration is
substantially lower. Rural internet access is a growing concern as rural communities are far less likely
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to have access to reliable internet service. Fiber-optic rings can vastly improve internet service in rural
areas and support economic development opportunities. In McCook County, where the western
portion of the project is located, less than 78 percent of residents have access to broadband internet
service compared to 99 percent in Minnehaha County.
Conduit added to the right-of-way can enhance the coverage of broadband internet and augment
the SDDOT backbone for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) devices. Presently, the corridor
contains no ITS devices and is one of the longest stretches along I-90 without cameras. Providing
access to the corridor to fiber optic cable companies will add a critical element to the corridor
backbone for enhancing ITS devices such as dynamic message signs, CCTV cameras, and vehicle
detection and facility condition data useful in weather events. By providing the opportunity for fiber
cable installation, the SDDOT is providing opportune to deploy these ITS elements along the project.
These enhance driver awareness and allow informed decision-making while traveling. These
deployments can also be used for incident management purposes such as identifying crashes,
detecting queued traffic, and emergency response.
Finally, the installation of fiber optic trunk lines in the project right-of-way prepares the corridor for
adoption of connected and autonomous vehicles. While the subject of connected and autonomous
vehicles is one of much speculation, the transportation industry is consistent in that it is no longer a
question of if there will be connected and autonomous vehicles but rather the question is when they
will be prevalent. The Project proactively positions the I-90 corridor to be prepared for the
transformational transportation advancement.

Innovation Area #2: Project Delivery
SDDOT is establishing a new e-Construction process that will substantially cut down processing time
and paper. It includes a web portal (MySD) initiated in December 2018 that offers a one-stop shop
for contractors and other entities that do business with the SDDOT. Contractors can use this portal to
access the new Electronic Payroll Submission System, which saves over 100,000 pieces of paper that
would otherwise be mailed in every year. MySD is also in the process of being expanded to bid letting,
contractor prequalification, and construction management and testing systems.

Innovation Area #3: Innovative Financing
The South Dakota Legislature introduced significant new revenue for transportation in 2015, when it
passed a bill to increase motor fuel and motor vehicle tax increases. The tax on motor fuels and ethyl
alcohol increased by six cents per gallon; the excise tax on motor vehicle sales increased from three
to four percent; and license plate fees for pickups and cars increased by 20 percent. Between 2016
and 2018, license plate fees for noncommercial trucks rose from 60 percent to 80 percent of the
commercial rate. This resulted in a dramatic leap in available highway funding.

Criterion #6: Performance and Accountability
SDDOT uses life cycle planning, life cycle cost analysis, and benefit-cost analysis for network- and
project-level asset management. SDDOT’s Trade-Off Tool estimates the benefits—in terms of asset
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condition, safety impacts, level of service, and maintenance costs—that can be realized by feasible
funding splits and recommends an optimal investment allocation. Results of these analyses, along
with recommendations from field offices and on-site project inspections, will feed the final decision.
The Transportation Asset Management Plan places improvements in the context of statewide goals
and plans.
Risks related to extreme weather and climate change are incorporated into asset management in
several different ways. Designs are updated to reflect new information and improve structural
resiliency; maintenance estimates are made in anticipation of weather-related damage; and mobility
in the event of a disaster is a factor in asset management planning.
By using these tools, SDDOT is able to make efficient use of its resources and keep its roads in reliable
condition. For bridges the Department has set a goal to maintain 95 percent of the state-owned
structures on the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) in good or fair condition; at present, the state
exceeds its goal with 97 percent of structures in good or fair condition. Eighty percent of pavement
in the state is in good or excellent condition.
The anticipated lifecycle costs of the Project include the initial capital cost of $80.6 million (in 2019
dollars) as well as ongoing maintenance. SDDOT estimates that ongoing maintenance over the life of
the Project will amount to $1.6 million (not discounted for inflation). This is well within the means of
the state highway fund.

PROJECT READINESS
Technical Feasibility
The project is well-positioned to commence construction on schedule. The project cost estimates are
stable, and one has been bid out; the other ones have seen preliminary engineering begun. Grading
plans are in place.
As referenced in the Project Description, scoping documents are available for both 05HP/HQ and
05T2/T3. Design criteria are based on SDDOT standards. SDDOT has completed similar facilities
throughout the state and the technical challenges are well understood.
The cost estimates for the project are based on SDDOT’s experience with projects of this nature. A
contingency level of 3.5 percent has been established to account for the remaining unknowns.
SDDOT has a dependable record for completing project milestones on schedule. Every year since
recordkeeping began in 1986, SDDOT has received the additional federal highway funds redistributed
in August to grant recipients that met all of that year’s obligation deadlines. In FY2020 the additional
amount totaled $41.5 million.
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Schedule
Figure 8.

Project Schedule

SDDOT anticipates receiving all required project approvals well in advance of construction. All project
phases have been programmed into the STIP. Environmental approvals have not yet been obtained
but given that the entire project will take place in existing right-of-way and is very similar to previous
work by SDDOT, a categorical exclusion is expected.

Assessment of Project Risks and Mitigation Strategies
SDDOT has discussed potential uncertainties and project risks associated with completing project
design, environmental and managing construction of each segment. Included in discussion were
logical and feasible mitigation strategies to minimize potential delay or uncertainties. The table below
identifies potential risks and mitigation strategies. As the SDDOT has decades of experience and
success implementing similar projects, risk associated with uncertainties is minimal.
Table 6. Project Risks and Mitigation Strategies
Risk

Mitigation Strategy

Changes to project scope

Most components have been advanced through at least the planning
stage and associated elements are through letting. Additionally, the
project is to reconstruct I-90 on the current alignment, with the most
significant modification being raising the grade. Thus, the probability of
substantive changes to the scope is low. SDDOT has a conflict mitigation
process that is deployed to actively address scope changes to minimize
impacts to schedule and cost. Additionally, it is understood that changes
in the design do arise in the field. If this occurs, project partners will work
to identify scope changes as early as possible to reduce budget or
allocate additional funding to ensure implementation.

Schedule delays

A detailed project schedule for each of the project components has been
prepared to keep track of the project and assure all necessary installation,
design, and construction tasks are met. If schedules slip due to
unforeseen circumstances, such as weather events, or availability of
materials/staffing, all attempts will be made to expedite other items of
the schedule.
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Risk

Mitigation Strategy

Weather events – Including ice, snow, rain,
high water and cold

Planning for adverse weather will start in the pre-construction planning
phase to ensure schedules have been appropriately set. SDDOT and
contractors incorporate historical weather data for events that could
impact the project. With this data, key activities that are weather
dependent will be scheduled for safer seasons (i.e., avoid winter months).
Project milestone meetings will emphasize schedule to understand
status, seasonal conditions, and upcoming and potential schedule
impacts. As not all aspects of the construction need to be performed
outdoors, construction companies will be encouraged to understand and
advance indoor element (i.e., fabrication) even if the weather prevents
outdoor work.

Matching/contributing funds are not
available to initiate or operate service

SDDOT has prepared a detailed budget for the project that extends
through the grant obligation date of September 30, 2024. Thus, we have
substantial lead time to reserve/obligate funding for each of the project
segments. Interstate projects are SDDOT’s top priority, thus, if funding
adjustments are needed, SDDOT will delay lower priority projects to
provide adequate funding for the I-90 project.

Delayed environmental regulatory approval,
permitting and clearances

SDDOT is expecting categorical exclusions for all project phases. All work
is anticipated to occur within existing SDDOT right-of-way. No real estate
acquisition or right-of-way cost are required.

LARGE PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
Table 7. Large Project Eligibility
Determination

Response

Does the project generate national or
regional economic, mobility, or safety
benefits?

Yes. See Criterion #1, page 11.

Is the project cost effective?

Yes. See discussion of BCA, page 22.

Does the project contribute to one or more
of the Goals listed under 23 U.S.C. Section
150?

Yes. It contributes to safety, infrastructure condition, system
reliability, freight movement and economic vitality, and reduced
project delivery delays. See Merit Criteria #1 and #5 for discussion.

Is the project based on the results of
preliminary engineering?

Yes. See discussion under Technical Feasibility, page 19.

With respect to non-Federal financial
commitments, does the project have on or
more stable and dependable funding or
financing sources to construct, maintain, and
operate the project?

Yes. All non-federal funding will be directed from the State Highway
Fund, a stable source that uses motor vehicle fuel and excise taxes
for exactly this purpose.

Are contingency amounts available to cover
unanticipated cost increases?

Yes. Each project phase has a budgeted contingency of 3.5 percent.

Is it the case that the project cannot be
easily and efficiently completed without

SDDOT allocates funding based on highway functional
classifications. The National Highway System, including the
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Determination
other federal funding or financial assistance
available to the project sponsor?

Response
Interstate system, is the top priority and will continue to receive the
highest level of maintenance and funding.
In the event federal funding at the level included in our 2021 INFRA
Grant request is not received, SDDOT will reallocate state funds
from lower-priority projects. Completing the project with state
funds would extend the anticipated construction period from
approximately four years to approximately eight years. The current
project is proposed to be completed in four lettings. Extending the
construction period to eight years also increases project
construction costs due to annual inflation.
Impacts to this project if funding is not approved include:

Is the project reasonably expected to begin
construction not later than 18 months after
the date of obligation of funds for the
project?



Increased construction cost: Extending the overall
construction period from four to eight years would add
approximately $7.3 million to the cost of the project. The
estimate assumes an inflation rate of 3.5 percent
compounded and extending construction of second through
fourth segments by two years each.



Increased maintenance costs: Segments and structures within
the project were originally constructed in the early 1960s and
are still in use. Some of the infrastructure is already
structurally deficient or functionally obsolete, or has
pavement conditions in the “Fair” rating. These structures are
wearing quickly and have exceeded their service life. Because
of their age, the average annual investment required to
maintain pavement and structures increases each year.
Delaying reconstruction to allow use of non-grant funding
would result in increased maintenance costs of $180,300 as
the construction year for projects 05T3 and 05T2 is extended.

Yes. See project schedule (Figure 8) and discussion of project
readiness (page 19).

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
The objective of a benefit-cost analysis (BCA) is to bring all the direct effects of a transportation
investment into a common measure (dollars) and to allow benefits to accrue over an extended period
while costs are incurred primarily in the initial years. The primary elements that can be monetized are
travel time, changes in vehicle operating costs, vehicle crashes, environmental impacts, remaining
capital value, and maintenance costs. The results of the BCA are summarized below, and detailed
analysis is provided in the technical memorandum.
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No Build Alternative
The No Build Alternative includes leaving the I-90 corridor in its current geometric and operational
state. Intensified maintenance activities that were recently incurred to keep assets operational are
expected to persist over the benefit-cost analysis period or until it is no longer feasible to keep them
open to the public.

Build Alternative
The Build Alternative consists of reconstructing the I-90 pavement and subgrade to current standards
and reconstructing deficient structures. Specific design elements considered in BCA are as follows:





Remove and replace 28 miles of PCC surface on I-90 EB and WB lanes
Reconstruction, rehabilitation, and/or maintenance on key structures in the project area
Improving inslopes to 4:1 or flatter throughout the project area
Extending acceleration and deceleration lanes along I-90 to meet design standards

BCA Methodology
The primary cost and benefit components analyzed in the BCA included:








Travel time/delay
Vehicle operating costs
Crashes by severity
Environmental and air quality impacts
Initial capital costs: Capital costs were expected to be incurred in years 2022 through 2024
Remaining capital value: The remaining capital value (value of improvement beyond the analysis
period) was considered a benefit and was added to other user benefits.
Operating and maintenance costs

This analysis assumed that the Build Alternative would be constructed over a three-year period,
starting in the year 2022, with completion in the year 2024. Therefore, 2025 was assumed to be the
first full year that benefits will be accrued from the entirety of the project. The analysis primarily
focused on annual benefits for the 20-year period from 2025 to 2044, while some user costs were
quantified during the construction phases of the project and when certain segments of the project
opened during the years 2022 through 2024.
The present value of all benefits and costs was calculated using 2019 as the year of current dollars.
The benefit-cost analysis period extended 20 years beyond completion of the final project segment.

Project Costs
Year 2021 project cost is expected to be approximately $105 million. The current 2021 project costs
discounted at a rate of seven percent are approximately $80.5 million.

BCA Results
The BCA provides an indication of the economic desirability of a scenario, but results must be weighed
by decision-makers along with the assessment of other effects and impacts, such as providing access
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and connectivity to an economically disadvantaged region. Projects are considered cost-effective if
the benefit-cost ratio is greater than 1.0. The larger the ratio number, the greater the benefits per unit
cost. Results of the BCA are shown in Table 8 below, with detailed documentation presented in the
technical memorandum and workbook.
Table 8. Benefit Cost Analysis Summary
7% Discount
Benefits

$350.6 million

Costs

$80.6 million

B/C Ratio

4.3

LETTERS OF SUPPORT
There is a broad base of state and local support for the project, as shown by the letters of support
submitted as part of this application. They are included on the project website. Letters submitted in
2021 are collected here, while letters submitted in previous application years are collected here.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Links to supporting documents are included throughout this narrative. All supporting documents and
the INFRA grant application narrative are available to view at the following webpage:
https://www.srfconsulting.com/i-90-infra/.
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